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The main text submitted to the journal must be in English. Manuscripts written in other languages are not accepted.

Manuscript files should be prepared with Microsoft Office Word and uploaded by using the online submission system of journal.

List of the Mandatory Files for Submission:
1. Title Page
2. Main Text
3. Tables, Graphs and Figures
4. Cover Letter
5. Authorship Contribution Form
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1. Title page

The journal is a double-blinded peer reviewed journal. Thus, information about the authors and their institutions should not be included in the main text, tables, figures and video documents. Information about the manuscript as specified below should be included on the title page. For each type of manuscript, it is mandatory to upload a title page as a separate Microsoft Word document through the online submission system. The title page should include the names of the authors with their latest academic degrees, and the name of the department and institution, city and country where the study was conducted. If the study was conducted in several institutions, the affiliation of each author must be specified with numbers. The correspondence address should contain the full name of the corresponding author, postal and e-mail addresses, phone and fax numbers. If the content of the manuscript has been presented before, the name, date and place of the meeting must be noted. Disclosure of conflict of interest, institutional and financial support, author contributions and acknowledgments should be included on the title page.

2. Main Text

The manuscript should be typed in a Microsoft Word file, single-column format, double-spaced with 2.5 cm margins on each side, and 11-point type in Times New Roman font. All abbreviations in the text must be defined the first time they are used (both in the abstract and the main text), and the abbreviations should be displayed in parentheses after the definition. Abbreviations should be limited to those defined in the AMA Manual of Style, current edition. Authors should avoid abbreviations in the title and abstract and limit their use in the main text. Decimal points should be used in decimals throughout the manuscript. Measurements should be reported using the metric system according to the International System of Units (SI). Consult the SI Unit Conversion Guide, New England Journal of Medicine Books, 1992. When a drug, product, hardware, or software mentioned within the main text product information, including the name of the product, producer of the product, city of the company and the country of the company should be provided in parenthesis in the following format: “Discovery St PET/CT scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA)”.

The manuscripts submitted to our journal must be classified according to the manuscript types stated below. During editorial evaluation, the editorial office assess whether a manuscript’s format and sub-headings are prepared in accordance with the journal’s guidelines. Manuscripts that do not fulfill the writing rules and requirements are sent back to the authors at this stage.
A. Manuscript Types
Original Article
Brief Reports
Editorial Comment
Review Article
Case Report
Original Image
Letter to the Editor

B. References
C. Special Terms and Conditions

A. Manuscript Types
Original Article

Title
Structured Abstract: It should be structured with Objective, Methods, Results and Conclusion subheadings and should be limited to 250 words.

Keywords: This section should contain a minimum of three and a maximum of six items in accordance with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms prepared by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and should be placed just below the abstract.

Main Text: It should consist of Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, and Limitations of the Study and Conclusion sections.

-Introduction: This section should be succinct, with no subheadings.

-Materials and Methods: This part should contain sufficient detail that would enable all procedures to be repeated. It can be divided into subsections if several methods are described.

-Results: This section should contain main results of the study.

-Discussion: This section may be divided into subsections or may be combined. In this section authors should discuss main results of the study and compare them with the relevant literature. Maximum length: 5000 words of text (not including abstract, tables, figures, references, and online-only material).

-Conclusions: This section should be included in the discussion section and should clearly explain the main conclusions of the article, highlighting its importance and relevance.

References: The reference list should be provided following the Main Text. Limiting the number of references to 50 is usually sufficient.

Tables: All tables should be submitted as separate files and in Word format. Tables should be cited consecutively in the text. Every table must have a descriptive title and if numerical measurements are given, the units should be included in the column heading.
**Figure legends**: They should be placed below the reference list and numbered according to their consecutive order in the main text.

**Figures and Images**: They should be provided after the reference list according to their order of appearance in the text and should be limited to ten.

For manuscripts in English submitted by Turkish authors or from Turkey, Title, Structured Abstract and Keywords should also be provided in Turkish. However, translations of these sections for manuscripts submitted by foreign authors outside Turkey will be the responsibility of the Journal.

**Statistical Analysis**: Statistical analysis should be conducted in accordance with the guidelines on reporting statistical data in medical journals [Altman DG, Gore SM, Gardner MJ, Pocock SJ. Statistical guidelines for contributors to medical journals. Br Med J (Clin Res Ed). 1983 May 7;286(6376):1489-93.]. The software used for statistical analysis must be described. Data must be expressed as mean ± standard deviation when parametric tests are used to compare continuous variables. For non-parametric tests, data must be expressed as median (minimum-maximum) or percentiles (25th and 75th percentiles). In advanced and complex statistical analyses, relative risk (RR), odds ratio (OR) and hazard ratio (HR) must be supported by confidence intervals and p values.

**Brief Reports**

Brief reports are short and peer-reviewed articles including small case series, negative trials, the preliminary results and others that are not to be published as a full text paper.

**Title**

**Structured Abstract**: It should be structured with Objective, Methods, Results and Conclusion subheadings and should be limited to 250 words.

**Keywords**: This section should contain a minimum of three and a maximum of six items in accordance with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms prepared by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and should be placed just below the abstract.

**Main Text**: It should consist of Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, and Limitations of the Study and Conclusion sections. The main text should be less than 2000 words with a maximum 20 references.

**Tables**: All tables should be submitted as separate files and in Word format. Tables should be cited consecutively in the text. Every table must have a descriptive title and if numerical measurements are given, the units should be included in the column heading.

**Figure legends**: They should be placed below the reference list and numbered according to their consecutive order in the main text.

**Figures and Images**: They should be provided after the reference list according to their order of appearance in the text and should be limited to four.

**Editorial Comment**

Authors are selected and invited by the Editors. This type of manuscript aims at providing a brief commentary on an article published in the journal by a researcher who is an authority in the relevant field or by the reviewer of the article.
Title
Main Text: It should not include subheadings and should be limited to 1000 words.

References: The reference list should follow the main text and the number of references should be limited by 15. Abstract, Keywords, Tables, Figures, Images and other visuals are not included in editorial comments. The title should also be provided in Turkish for works submitted by Turkish authors or from Turkey. The title of the manuscripts submitted by foreign authors outside Turkey will not be translated into Turkish.

Review Article
Reviews prepared by authors with extensive knowledge on a particular field, which has been reflected in international literature by a high number of publications and citations, are evaluated. The authors may be invited by the Editors. A review should be prepared in the format describing, discussing and evaluating the current level of knowledge or topic that is to be used in the clinical practice and it should guide further studies.

Title
Abstract: It should be unstructured and not include subheadings and should be limited to 250 words.

Keywords: This section should contain a minimum of three and a maximum of six items in accordance with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms prepared by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and should be provided just below the abstract.

Main Text: It should include Introduction, other subheadings and Conclusion sections and should be limited to 5000 words excluding the references.

References: The reference list should be placed just below the main text and the number of references should not exceed 50.

Tables: All tables should be submitted as separate files and in Word format. Tables should be cited consecutively in the text. Every table must have a descriptive title and if numerical measurements are given, the units should be included in the column heading.

Figure legends: They should be placed below the reference list and numbered according to their consecutive order in the main text.

Figures and Images: They should be provided after the reference list according to their order of appearance in the text and should be limited to ten.

For reviews submitted by Turkish authors or from Turkey, Title, Abstract and Keywords should also be provided in Turkish. For reviews submitted by foreign authors outside Turkey, will not be translated into Turkish.

Case Report
Journal will accept case reports which are related to rare cases and conditions that constitute challenges in diagnosis and treatment, offer new methods or suggest knowledge not included in books, and are interesting and educational.

Title
Abstract: It should be unstructured and not include subheadings and should be limited to 150 words.
Main Text: It should include Introduction, Case Report, Discussion and Conclusion sections and should not exceed 1500 words excluding the abstract and references.

References: The reference list should follow the main text and the number of references should be limited to 15.

Tables: All tables should be submitted as separate files and in Word format. Tables should be cited consecutively in the text. Every table must have a descriptive title and if numerical measurements are given, the units should be included in the column heading.

Figure legends: They should be placed below the reference list and numbered according to their consecutive order in the main text.

Figures and Images: They should be provided after the reference list according to their order of appearance in the text and should be limited to four. For manuscripts in English submitted by Turkish authors or from Turkey, Title, Structured Abstract and Keywords should also be provided in Turkish. However, translations of these sections for manuscripts submitted by foreign authors outside Turkey will be the responsibility of the Journal.

Original Image
Impressive and rare images that reflect significant findings based on clinical science, shed light on fundamental mechanisms of diseases, emphasize abnormalities or introduce new treatment methods are accepted for publication.

Title

Main Text: It should not include subheadings and it should be limited to 500 words.

Tables, Figures and Images: They should be provided after the main text according to their order of appearance in the text and should be limited to four.

Abstract, Keywords and References are not included.

For manuscripts in English submitted by Turkish authors or from Turkey, Title, Structured Abstract and Keywords should also be provided in Turkish. However, translations of these sections for manuscripts submitted by foreign authors outside Turkey will be the responsibility of the Journal.

Letter to the Editor
Letters to the Editor aim to discuss the importance of a manuscript previously published in the journal. This type of manuscripts should also include a comment on the published manuscript. Moreover, articles on topics of interest to readers within the scope of the journal, especially on educational issues, can be published in the format of a Letter to the Editor.

Title

Main Text: It should not include subheadings and it should be limited to 1000 words.

References: The reference list should follow the main text and the number of references should be limited to five. The volume, year, issue, page numbers, authors’ names and title of the manuscript should be clearly stated, included in the list of references and cited within the text.

Abstract, Keywords, Tables, Figures and Images, and other visuals are not included.
For manuscripts in English submitted by Turkish authors or from Turkey, Title, Structured Abstract and Keywords should also be provided in Turkish. However, translations of these sections for manuscripts submitted by foreign authors outside Turkey will be the responsibility of the Journal.

B. References
References should be numbered in the order in which they are cited within the main text. Only manuscripts published or accepted for publication should be cited. Recent publications related to the topic of the manuscript should be reviewed. References that are inaccessible and not indexed in any database should not be cited. The titles of journals should be abbreviated in accordance with (Patrias K. Citing medicine: the NLM style guide for authors, editors, and publishers [Internet]. 2nd ed. Wendling DL, technical editor. Bethesda (MD): National Library of Medicine (US); 2007 - [updated 2011 Sep 15; cited Year Month Day].

For references with six and fewer authors, all authors should be listed. For references with more than six authors, the first six authors should be listed, followed by ‘et al’. In the text they should be cited with Arabic numerals between parentheses. The style and punctuation of the references should be formatted as in the following examples.


For other reference styles, please refer to https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html

C. Special Terms and Conditions
For double-blinded peer-review process, the names of the corresponding author and other authors, their affiliations and any information on the study centers should not be included in any part of the submitted manuscripts and images, except the Title Page. This information should be added to the relevant section of the online submission system and included in the Title Page.

Pharmaceutical products should be written with their generic names and brand and company names, city and country should be specified for medical equipment and devices.

3. Tables, Graphs and Figures
Tables, Graphs, Figures and other visuals should be numbered in the order of their citation within the text and names of patients, doctors and institutions should not be disclosed.

Tables should be prepared in a Microsoft Office Word document using the command ‘Insert Table’ and inserted at the end of the references in the main text.

Tables should not be submitted in JPEG, TIFF or other visual formats. For microscopic images, the magnification ratio and staining technique used should be specified in addition to figure legends.

NOTE: All visuals should have a high resolution (minimum 300 dpi).

The thickness of the lines in graphs should be sufficient to minimize loss of quality if size reduction is needed during the printing process. The width of the graphs should be 9 cm or 18 cm. Drawings should be performed by professionals. No grey colors should be used.
Abbreviations should be explained in alphabetical order at the bottom of the tables, graphs and figures.
Roman numbers should be avoided in tables and figures within the text and their titles.

Decimal numbers used in text, tables and figures should be separated by commas in Turkish sections and by dots in English sections.
Tables should be easily understandable and should not repeat the data in the main text.

In addition to the pictures included in case reports and original images, video and movie images are published on the journal’s website. These images should be prepared in MPEG format with a maximum size of 2 MB. They should be submitted to the journal with the manuscript documents. The names of patients, doctors, institutions and places should be omitted from all documents.

CONTACT
Kocaeli Dermce Tramng and Research Hospıtal Tel: (90-262) 233 55 41
Faks: (90-262) 233 55 40
E-posta:kocaelimedicaljournal@gmail.com
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Dear Readers,

We are thrilled to announce a significant milestone in the development of our medical journal. Starting with this issue, our publication will be exclusively in English. However, previously submitted articles will be processed in their original language.

The decision to shift to English as our primary language stems from our aim to enhance the visibility of high-quality medical research and disseminate it to a broader audience. English, being the international language of science and medicine, provides a common platform for researchers, healthcare professionals, and academics from diverse language backgrounds to access and contribute to the latest developments in medical science.

We sincerely thank our valued readers and contributors who have supported us in previous issues. We invite you to explore the diverse array of research articles, reviews, and case studies our journal now offers in English.

Celebrating our 12th anniversary, the fact that our journal has been indexed in the Turkish Citation Index for the past ten years underscores our scientific stability. We are committed to maintaining the highest standards of peer review, scientific integrity, and ethical publishing practices.

As we embrace this change, we remain open to feedback and suggestions from our readers and the scientific community. Our commitment is to continuous improvement to better serve the needs of our audience.

Wishing you all a joyful and successful new year, filled with health, happiness, and new discoveries. Together, we will continue to advance medical knowledge and contribute to improving healthcare worldwide.

Sincerely,

Halil Erdem Özel
Editor-in-Chief
Kocaeli Medical Journal